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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
u.s, ARMY FOREIGN SCIENCE: AND TECHNOL.OGY CENTER 
220 SEVENTH STREET NE. 
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA 22901 
DRXST-CM DEC 1 5 1917 
SUBJECT: Official Telephone Directory 
SEE DIso'RIBUTION 
1. This directory is published in accordance with Chapter 5, 
AR 105-23. It is the property of the US Government and is intended 
solely for official use by members of this organization and 
activities officially associated with FSTC. Distribution is limited 
to activities and individuals who receive their telephone service 
from the FSTC telephone system and to other official users on an 
individual request basis. Providing copies of this document or 
information contained herein to outside commercial sources is 
prohibited by paragraph 5-5b, AR 105-23. 
2. Changes will be published in the Weekly Bulletin as they occur. 
A new directory normally will not be issued more than twice each 
year unless unusual circ.umstances arise, such as a mass move of 
personnel or offices. 
3. The Chief, Communications Management (DRXST-CM) will maintain the 
master directory in accordance with paragraph 5-4f, AR 105-23. Any 
discrepancies noted should be brought to the attention of that 
office, telephone extension 577. 
FOR THE COMMANDER: 
DISTRIBUTION: 
A 
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WARNING 
The FSTC telephone system is leased from the Central Telephone 
Company of Virginia. Under no circumstances will subscribers 
move, alter, place attachments on or make additions to the telephone 
equipment of this system. All work incident to the installing, 
removing, or changing of telephone equipment must be performed by 
CENTEL personnel. Contac t the Communications Management Off ice, 





1. Telephone Switchboard Operating Hours. The FSTC switchboard is 
operated from 0715 until 1630 hours on business days only. 
2. Non Duty Hour Answering Capability. AUTOVON telephones have direct 
inward and outward dialing capability and are operational continuously. 
Local commercial trunks do not have direct im,ard dialing capability 
and require switchboard operator assistance. During non duty hours 
certain office telephones are "patched" at the switchboard to afford 
direct inward dialing. The numbers and offices which are provided 
this service are: 
COMMERCIAL REGULAR OFFICE 
NUMBER FSTC EXT 
296-5170 594 Federal Protective Service Guard Desk 
296-5171 410 Federal Protective Service Guard Desk 
296-5182 503 Federal Protective Service Guard Desk 
296-5178 481 Foreign Language Research Branch 
296-5179 599 Special Security Detachment 
296-5181 593 Cornmunica t ion Center (GENSER) 
296-5183 404 Office of the Commander 
296-5184 633 Computer Center 
296-5185 690 GSA Shop, Room B-16 
Additional night service can be prearranged by coordinating requirements 
with the FSTC Telephone Supervisor, X-577. This service will convert 
the designated extension to a standard commercial telephone reachable 
by dialing the commercial number. Extensions converted in this manner 
need not dial the prefix "9" for an outside line. Night service lines 
can neither be used to dial another FSTC extension, AUTOVON, 
Washington Foreign Exchange (FX) lines, nor can they be called by 
dialing a three digit FSTC number. 
3. Local Commercial Calls. Commercial calls can be placed to the 
Charlottesville area by dialing the prefix "9" and waiting for a dial 
tone change before dialing the local number. The following are not 
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local calls; long distance information, calls to area code 800, and 
collect calls. Dial "0" for these services. 
4. Commercial Long Distance Telephone Calls. 
a. The FSTC switchboard operators handle all commercial long 
distance, collect, long distance information, third party number 
billing, and calls to area code 800. Dial "0" for operator 
assistance. 
b. The FSTC Operator will complete official long distance calls 
through AUTOVON and interconnecting local switchboards to the maximum 
extent practicable. The operators maintain a list of AUTOVON 
switchboards capable of extending official calls. 
c. Long distance official toll calls may be placed after duty 
hours, on weekends, or while away from the building by previously 
coordinating official needs with the FSTC Communications Office, 
Ext 577. 
5. AUTOVON. Most DOD offices within the US can be reached by using 
the AUTOVON network. Dial "8" for AUTOVON access then the seven digit 
number desired. The FSTC Operator will provide AUTOVON information. 
6. Outgoing Washington, D.C. FX Calls. Calls to DOD offices, including 
DARCOM and Pentagon buildings, or commercial numbers in the Washington 
area may be made by dialing prefix "7" then the seven digit commercial 
number des ired. 
7. Incoming Washington, D.C. FX Calls. Non DOD and DOD agencies in 
the Washington area can call FSTC toll free commercially by dialing 
484-1860. The FSTC Operator will answer and complete the call. This 
service is not available during non business hours when the switchboard 
is closed. 
8. Overseas Calls. The FSTC Operator will provide assistance in 
placing overseas calls. Dial "all for assistance. 
9. AUTOSEVOCOM Calls. AUTOSEVOCOM terminals are located in the Imagery 
Analysis Branch, SCIFA-l and Room 507 See SECTION II of this 
directory for complete AUTOSEVOCOM information. 
10. Telecopier (facsimile) Service. Unclassified material may be 
transmitted by telecopier to most DOD installations and commercial 
companies in the US. Call the Communication Center, Ext 593 for 
further information relative to this service. 
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11. Rotary Hunt. Rotary hunt is the ability of telephone equipment 
to check additional lines in the same office if the desired number is 
busy. For example, if when calling 453 and finding it busy, 454, and 
then 455 are checked automatically for an unused line. If all three 
lines are in use, then and only then is a busy signal returned. 
Otherwise the caller is conncected to an unused line. This directory 
reflects the use of the rotary hunt system in that only the first 
number in a rotary series is listed. Call the FSTC Operator for 
information relative to rotary hunt number groupings. 
12. Telephone Repair. All telephone equipment problems will be 
reported to the FSTC Operator, Ext 577. Do not call the local 
telephone company. 
13. Communications Security Monitoring. Communications security 
monitoring is authorized for security purposes (AR 380-53). Use of 
government owned, leased, or contracted communications facility 
implies consent to communications security monitoring. 
14. Unofficial Calls. Unofficial calls are not permitted. A 
commercial pay telephone is located in the hall of the 1st floor 




AUTOMATIC SECURE VOICE COMMUNICATIONS (AUTOSEVOCOM) 
1. FSTC secure voice service is extended from the Fort Belvoir secure 
cord board (SECORD); therefore, all outgoing and incoming calls are 
switched by the Fort Belvoir SECORD operator. 
2. The two FSTC AUTOSEVOCOM telephones located in the Imagery 
Analysis Branch, SCIFA-1 and room 507 share a single wideband circuit 
to the Fort Belvoir SECORD. The circuit is normally switched to the 
SCIFA-1 instrument. Approximately five minute notice to the FSTC 
Operator is requested to activate the room 507 instrument. 
3. AUTOSEVOCOM number for contacting FSTC. 
a. Pentagon secure 2524 (which is the Ft Belvoir SECORD) then ask 
for Drop 04 (FSTC). The above is valid for calls originating in the 
Washington area, NSA (Ft Meade, Md), FTD Wright Patterson, AFB Ohio, 
or any location worldwide having wideband secure service access to the 
Pentagon secure exchange. 
b. 851-1380 (Fort Belvoir SECORD) then ask for Drop 04. For use 
by counterparts who do not have wideband secure service through the 
Pentagon secure voice exchange. 
4. Operating Assistance. Call the COMSEC Custodian, Ext 587; the 
Communication Center, Ext 660 or the Chief Operator "0". 
5. AUTOSEVOCOM Directory Assistance. Worldwide AUTOSEVOCOM directory 
assistance is available by cd11ing the offices listed in paragraph 
4, above. 
6. SECURITY. \.Jhen used in an office environment with cryptographic 
secnrity eqnipment doors locked, the AUTOSEVOCOM terminal is unclassifIed. 
Discussions should be limited to SECRET and below unless authentication 
procedures for TOP SECRET have been employed. Authentication is 
addressed in the. succeeding paragraph. Do not operate radios, recording 
devices or nonsec.ure telephone,s in the same room (area) while 
c.lassified conversations are in progress. 
7. AUTHENTICATION. (1) TOP SECRET calls may be placed from either 
secure telephone. Authentication procedures should be employed. 
Required authentication tables are stored by the COMSEC Custodian. The 
tables and assistance are available by calling extension 587 or 660. 
(2) Special Intelligence calls may be placed only from the SCIFA-l 
secure telephone. Contact tIle above mentioned official. for Authentication 
assistance. 
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8. OPERATING CONTROLS. Three buttons on the left of the AUTOSEVOCOM 






- Push-to-talk button must be depressed to talk 
to the SECORD operator. 
Flashes when phone is not in the secure mode. 
Do not discuss classified data when this 
indicator is blinking. 
- Light illuminates and sounds an audible alarm 
when equipment malfunctions. Depress the 
ALARM DISABLE button and notify COMSEC 
personnel on Ext 587 or 660. 
- The white button located on the left of the 
telephone cradle. Pull this button up to 
transfer from plain to secure when instructed 
to do so by the SECORD operator. 
9. PROCEDURES FOR PLACING A SECURE CALL. 
a. If call is to be TOP SECRET or SI follow instructions 
contained in paragraph 7, above. 
b. Coordinate the call with distant counterpart via nonsecure 
telephone to insure his availability. 
c. If the call is to be placed from Room 507, dial the FSTC 
operator from a nonsecure telephone and request the AUTOSEVOCOM be 
switched to room 507, then proceed as follows: 
(1) Pick up the secure telephone and the SECORD operator 
(Fort Belvoir) will answer. It is not necessary to dial. Remember, 
you must depress the push-to-talk button to speak to the operator. 
(2) Provide the following information: Precedence (highest 
authorized is PRIORITY); the number of desired party to include any 
extension. The operator will ask you to wait as she completes the 
connection. Upon completing the connection, the operator will 
instruct you to "go secure". On receiving these instructions, lift 
the CIPHER SWITCH (white button on top left of the cradle). 
(3) After completing the above, you are in the secure mode and 
classified information may be discussed. 
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(4) When completed, simply return the handset to the cradle. 
If the call was made from room 507, telephone the FSTC operator and 
request she switch the AUTOSEVOCOM back to SCIFA-l. 
10. PROCEDURES FOR RECEIVING A SECURE TELEPHONE CALL. 
a. If call is to be TOP SECRET or SI follow instructions contained 
in paragraph 7, above. 
b. Request distant counterpart to coordinate incoming secure 
calls by nonsecure telephone in advance. Proceed to the AUTOSEVOCOM 
terminal at the arranged time. If the call is to be received in room 
507, request the FSTC operator to switch the circuit to that room. 
c. Upon receipt of a ring, pick up the handset, depress the push-
to-talk button and identify yourself to the operator. 
d. Upon receipt of instructions from the operator to "go sec.ure", 
pull up the CIPHER SWITCH located on the left side of the cradle. 
You are now in cipher and classified information may be discussed. 
e. When the call is completed, replace the handset in the cradle. 
f. Upon completion of a call from room 507, call the FSTC 




OFFICE OF THE COHHANDER/DIRECTOR (OC) 
Commander/Director, COL C Reeder 507 
Deputy Director, Dr J Ord 507 
Executive Officer, LTC R Grassi 507 





Adjutant/Chief, Administrative Services, LT E Meklas 505 601 
Hail & Document Control Unit, C Vest III 611 
Hilitary Personnel Office, SSG C Jones 113 524 
Records Hanagement, R Hunter 505 603 
CIVILIAN PERSONNEL OFFICE (PC) 
Civilian Personnel Officer, J Nino 114 507 
Personnel Hanagement, R Rode.nhizer 114 507 
Technical Services, Y Dunbar 114 507 
Training & Development, R Moore 114 507 
COMPTROLLER (CP) 
Comptroller, E Wudarski 202 646 
Budget, 0 Bilezerian 204 646 
Programs, R Childs 203 646 
Review & Evaluation, R Belton 201 646 
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COMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT (CM) 
Communications/Electronics Advisor, E Osborne 508 
Communications Center Branch, SSG R Vardo SCIFA-l 
Telephone Branch, F Rose B-3l 
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNI1Y OFFICE (EEO) 
Equal Employment Opportunity Officer, T Reynolds 504 
INTELLIGENCE PRODUCTION DIRECTORATE (IP) 
Director, Dr R Kimball 511 
Technical Indications Element (IP-l) 
Chief, STerry SCIFA-l 
Battlefield Systems Division (BA) 
Chief, R Antonelli 310 
Mobility Branch (BAl), P Murphy 312 
Engineer Branch (BA2) , MAJ R Sienkiewicz 311 
Aviation Branch (BA3), E McInturff 309 
Combat Arms Division (CA) 
Chief, J Steele 305 
Artillery Branch (CAl), R Wittnebel 305 
Infantry Branch (CA2), G Agamy 308 
Armor Branch (CA3), D Hardin 307 
Ammunition Team (CA) , R Huntington 306 
Electronic Systems Division (ES) 
Chief, A Ricciardelli 400 
Electronic Warfare Branch (ESl), E Webster 403 




















Command/Control/Communications & Computers 
Branch (ES3), MAJ K Kopecky 401 
Military Technologies Division (MT) 
Chief, T Wallace 407 
Applied Technologies (MTl) , G Schlesinger 411 
Soldier Support (MT2) , D Firer 404 
CW & Life Sciences (MT3) , Dr E Spoerl 407 
Science Division (SD) 
Chief, Dr L Mounter 500 
Nuclear & Physics Branch (SDl), J Kosiewicz 500 
S & T Estin~tes Branch (SD2) , J Sterling 504 
Advanced Electronics Branch (SD3), J Tobias 501 
LOGISTICS SERVICES OFFICE (LS) 
Chief, R Tanner 107 
Contracts & Mainte.nance, A Shifflett 107 
Housing Referral, C Sims 107 
Property & Supply, G Collier 107 
Publications & Blank Forms, C Sims 107 
Safety, C Sims 107 
Transportation & Travel, N Ruckman 403 
PLANS AND OPERATIONS (PO) 
Chief, J Smith 510 




















Operations Sergeant, MSG L O'Malley 510 
Production Scheduling, L Good 510 
SECURITY OFFICE (SO) 
Chief, J Butler 105 
Classification Management, M Muller 105 
Operations Security (OPSEC), R Owens 105 
Personnel Security/HUMINT, J Nitns 105 
Physical Security, J Nicholson 105 
Visitor Control, D Or nick 105 
SPECIAL SECURITY DETACHMENT, ACSI DA (SSO) 
Commander, MAJ J Linley Sr.TFA-l 
Executive Officer, CPT R Randolph Sr.IFA-1 
Opera tions, SFC R Evans SCIFA-] 












Director, LTC E Vu1gas 511 431 
Deputy Director, J McGuire 511 431 
Foreign Hateria1 Program Office (FMP), LTC H Van Zandt 108 615 
Computer Systems Division (CS) 
Chief, R Barta 412 521 
Resources Planning Branch (CSl), T Walker 412 521 
Applications Development Branch (CS2), A Collier SCIFA-ll 631 
Production Lrancll (C83), \v Reese 412 521 
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Field Support Division (FS) (Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD) 
Chief, CPT J Griffin Bldg 642 AV 283-5295 
Operations Branch (FSl), J Yock1ovich Bldg 642 AV 283-5295 
Technical Shops Branch (FS2), D Logan Bldg 642 AV 283-5295 
Information Services Division (IS) 
Chief, ELane 329 511 
Acquisition & Processing Branch (IS1), C Evans SCIFA-2 691 
Foreign Language Research Branch (IS2), L Bennefield 209 481 
Library Services Branch (IS3), C Moore 333 513 
Production Support Division (PS) 
Chief, J Randolph 208 
Publications Branch (PSI), G Kane 206 
Technical Graphics Branch (PS2), R Vonachen 210 
Printing Branch (PS3), W Lawson B-77 
Science & Technology Center - Far East Office 
(Yokota AFB Japan) 
Commander, LTC J Baker 









Scientific & Technical Information Team - Europe 
(Frankfurt, Germany) 
Commander, LTC R Mangum 
Operations Officer, MAJ D Wilson 
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AV 444-1110 X-7564 
8263 
AV 444-1110 X-7564 
8263 
Special Requirements Division (SR) 
Chief, LTC P Lanphear 200 641 
Collection Requirements Branch (SRI), J Maslyk SCIFA-I 575 
Imagery Analysis Branch (SR2), LEaton SCIFA-J 538 
ELINT Branch (SR3), CPT M O'Neil SCIFA-2 541 
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MISCELLANEOUS 
Accident Reporting & Investigations 
Adjutant 
American Red Cross 
Army ROTC 
Building Manager (GSA), P McCloud 
Building Repair & Services 
CIRCOL/DIAOLS Terminal Room 
Claims Assistance (JAG School) 
Classified Document Control 
Communication Center, General Service Non-DOD 
Communication Center, USACC 
Community Relations Officer 
Conference Room, B-66 
Conference Room, B-67 
Equal Employment Opportunity Officer 
Facsimile Terminal (Unclassified telecopier) 
Federal Womens Program Coordinator, H Harrington 
Guard, ~min Desk, Federal Protective Service 
Guard Post #4, SCIF, Federal Protective Service 
Health Clinic 
Household Goods Shipments 
Housing Referral Office 

























Legal Assistance Officer (JAG School) 
Mail Room/Message Center 
Military Personnel Office 
Office Equipment Repair 




Public Affairs Officer 
Snack Bar 
Staff Elements (See Organizational Listing) 
Supply Room 
Telephone Installation & Repair 
TOP SECRET Control Office, G Bruce 
USACC Sub E1ement-FSTC 






















293-3936 FTS 300 
293-4047 FTS 306 




Changes are made only when you tell us. 
Use printed form below . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......................... , 
(cut & return through MDCU) 
TELEPHONE OIRECTORY CARD 
If vou de", •• lil!,"U on lh' "'ph.bow:,,1 '.<Iion 01 ,he dlfoc'ory. co'nl~'t. d," lollow"'9 
NOT[ - 1.'11"'"'''''' ""IV lil,· ml"""M/Of! 1"'" wish to h,we {JI1I"",1 
------------------------,----------
Denter C] updaUl D dilcontlnlle 
···-·;;ilY··--·-·------'---"--hh~"="e l'""IC,.,;',,,c,=,,,~,"~, -------
I--__________________ ,_, ________ L-____ ~ __ 
I D()/I!r) NOT owe "'I' ti'''''''''' to rrlm'" rI~' a/JOWl 10""," ,,,kl,,,,, .,,,,, 1<'1",,1'0"0 IOJII"II", '" ,h,,,lparl'N 
NOTE )I", ".IIm,,"" "'"" 11< CM'I'/"(M "' '-'''''111."",.. ,"II" rl,. I',i,-,.,'V /I~r nl Wl~·. 
,---------
1-0._'_' ____ . __ .. __ . ______ I::::::~~·_-------
KS T-H_O_~~~' 205=(=2=7J=u=1=_~=7~=)==, __ =_=,_=_=_=_=_=_= __ =_= __ ~====== 
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TO: USACC Element-FSTC 
ATTN: Telephone Branch 
Room: B-3l 
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EMPLOYEE NAME EXT/HOME NR DIVISION ROOM NR. 
AGAMY GEORGE M 475 (A2.CH 308 
703-256-4979 
AKER JOHN R 465 (A 305 
894-295-1719 
ALCOTT WILLI AM S 571 ES2 SCIFA-2 
804-296-1021 
ALEXANDER BEVERLY J 547 MT 407 
804-293-6646 
ALLEN BARBARA E 519 IS3 318 
ALLING GORDON ( JR 421 BA 310 
ANDERSON CHARLES SFC FM 6043 STI STITEUR 
ANDERSON EMILY 0 519 IS3 318 
804-977-4546 
ANDERSON GLADWYN M 636 lSI 301 
804-973-6037 
ANTONELLI RUDOLPH P 451 BA.CH 310 
804-977-0720 
ARNOLD JOHN B JR 578 BA3 SC IFA-2 
ARNOLD RICHARD J JR PFC 598 SSD SCIFA-1 
ARVIN THOMAS J 475 CA 303 
804-973-8279 
ASAI GEORGE N 547 MT3 407 
804-973-3682 
AUSTIN DOROTHY M 532 LS 107 
BABER BEVERLY A 671 MT 411 
804-973-4132 
BAILES JOSEPHINE A 469 CA 306 
703-4.56-6161 
BAKER JOHN E LTC 225-4920 ST2 S TCF EO 
BALIAN ZAREH 421 BA3 310 
BARBERA ANTHONY F 686 BA 311 
BARNEY DANI EL L 417 SD3 501 
804-973-7668 
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EMPLOYEE NAME EXT /HOME NR DIVIS ION ROOM NR. 
BARRET MILLICENT L 547 MT 407 
703-967-1829 
BARTA REGINALO D 521 CS.CH 412 
804-295-2287 
BEARD ROLAND K III 421 , BA3 309 
BfARDEN JIMMY NMN 636 lSI 303 
BELTON ROBERT B JR 646 CP 201 
703-456-6410 
BfNJAMINSON THOMAS M 504 FMP 110 
804-589-3296 
BENNEFELD LESTER C JR 481 I S2 209 
804-295-0294 
BERRY JERRY OlES SFC FM 6413 STl STITEUR 
BESCH EOWIN W 471 CA 307 
804-295-9372 
BIBB EV ElYN M 411 PO 510 
804-295-4339 
BI GL ER TERESA C 575 SRI SSO-1 
804-977-0095 
BIGLER WILLIAM B II 421 SA3 309 
804-977-0095 
BILEZERIAN OSCAR A 646 CP 204 
804-973-3701 
BIRCH BARBARA 631 CS2 SCIFA-B 
BIRCH M RALPH JR 633 CS3 SCIFA-B 
BISHOP EUGENE E JR 661 SRI SC IFA-l 
804-295-2254 
BLACK ROBERT R 475 CA2 308 
BLACKBURN STEPHEN G 283-5295 FS2 APG 
BLAKE FRANK W 696 ES2 402 
804-293-7743 
BLAKE JOSEPH M ~ CA 305 
804-286-3344 
eDGARD A HARRY 611 AS III 
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EMPLOYEE NAME EXT/HOME NR DIVIS ION ROOM NR. 
BOGARD LINDA J 571 CM B-31 
BOLIN ROBERT L 481 IS2 209 
804-977-0278 
80LLENDORF JOHN M 425 CA 306 
804-973-4629 
BOOHER CHARLES 0 MSG FM 7151 STl STITEUR 
BOONE BRAOLEY G 427 SO 500 
BOOTH DAVID J 571 ES2 SCIFA-2 
301-776-4609 
BORNSTEIN IRWIN 621 PS2 215 
804-973-8871 
BOVER WILLIAM J CPT 671 MTl 411 
804-973-2598 
BOWMAN WILL I AM F 425 CA 306 
804-295-0443 
BOYD CYNTHIA S 438 LS-TT 408 
BOYNTON ROSALl E C 606 MT2 404 
BRADSHAW DEBRA C 421 BA3 309 
804-973-2473 
BRADY PRISCILLA E 628 PSI 206 
BRATTON SANDRA P 504 FMP 110 
BREEDEN JANICE M 441 E 53 400 
804-973-8200 
BREEN FRANCIS H 491 PS2 210 
flREEN GERALD W 481 IS2 209 
BRICE JOAN H 425 CA 306 
BRINKLEY DAV!O A 583 SD2 SCIFA-2 
BRI TT RANDOLPH 681 SD2 503 
804-973-6422 
BROCHU HILDA J 519 IS3 318 
BRnDlINKSY JACOB 495 SR 201 
804-293-2294 
21 
EMPLOYEE NAME EXT/HOME NR DIVISION ROOM NR. 
BROOKS DORA A 661 SRl SCIFA-l 
804- 296-9024 
BROWN DEBBIE E 407 C53 412 
BROWN RICHARD SP5 438 lS-TT 408 
BROWN SYLVIA S 636 IS 301 
804-296-2243 
BRUCE DEBRA S 611 AS ll2 
804-977-5843 
BRUCE GAll D 513 IS3 331 
BRYANT WILLI AM R JR 578 BA3 SCIFA-2 
BURKHAR T JACK l 538 5R2 SCIFA-1 
804-913-5126 
BURNETTE SHERRY 401 CS3 412 
BURSEY JOYCE 401 C53 412 
804-977-0108 
BURT JOSEPH A 214-8028 FA.WLo 8N41 
BUSBY R08ERT L JR 606 MT 406 
804-973-3150 
BUS I JAMES D 671 MTl 411 
804-295-7852 
BUTlER JAMES M 501 SO.CH 105 
804-296-1515 
BYERS CURTI S L 521 PS3 8-77 
CADIZ BENJAMIN SP5 524 MP 113 
804-913-8442 
CALDWELL THOMAS A 428 SD1 51.3 
804-973-8534 
CAMPBI'LL CHARLES 0 425 CA 306 
804-296-8058 
CAMPBELL CLARK S 425 CA 306 
804-296-8414 
CAMPBELL GEORGIA P 511 IS 318 
804-296-8058 
CAMPBELL TERRY A SFC 62l PS2 215 
804-973-4283 
22 
EMPLOYEE NAME EXT IHOME NR DIVISION ROOM NR. 
CAMPBELL THOMAS W JR 696 ES2 402 
804-977-1357 
CARTER LORYJEAN B 475 CA 308 
703-948-4629 
CARY BARBARA 475 CA 308 
804-842-3005 
<£2j{)--' 
CHEUNG LI NDA J ~ 153 318 
CHEVES KEYWODO ( JR 428 SOl 513 
804-295-1795 
CHILDS RALPH M 646 CP 203 
804-295-6231 
CHISHOLM JOAN 5 577 CM B-31 
CHRlSTENSEN JEAN E· 507 PC 114 
CHlJRCHILL ROBE RT B 696 ES2 402 
CLAAR GENF 407 CS1 412 
CLARK BEATRICE W 628 PSI 20& 
804-973-4559 
COBBS JAMES S MAJ FM 7636 STl STITEUR 
COL ES BENJAMIN L 527 PS3 8-77 
703-943-2312 
COLES EARLENE 
:#1 PS2 210 COLLI ER ALAN G (S2.CH SCIFA-B 
804-973-3613 
COLLIER GLEN R 532 LS 107 
COLLI ER JOYCE 407 CS3 412 
COLLI ER WINSTON H JR 538 SR2 SCIFA-l 
804-985-7218 
COLLINS SCOTT S MAJ FM 6413 STl STITEUR 
COLVIN WARREN 0 634 CS3 SCIFA-13 
COOK GERALD 428 501 513 
COVINGTON MILDRED S 681 SO 503 
CRAGG ELFORO F JR 541 SR3 SCIFA-2 
23 
EMPLOYEE NAME EXT I HOME NR DIVISION ROOM NR. 
CRAIG ANGELENA E SP5 7564 STl STITEUR 
CRAIG LORETTA 0 519 IS3 318 
CREGGER NELLIE B 491 PS2 210 
CREIGHTON FRANCIS M 436 ES 403 
804-985-2129 
CRELLING KENNETH DR 554 MT 407 
804-973-2167 
CRITZER NORMA V 686 BA 311 
804- 58 9-8695 
CROSBY WI LLI AM G 475 CA2 308 
804-973-4093 
CROSS ALICE H 541 SR3 SCIFA-2 
804-293-8811 
CROWLEY PATRICK A 428 SD1 500 
804-296-9020 
CROWLL JOHN L SP5 541 SR3 SCIFA-2 
CROXTON BRENDA W 411 PO 510 
804-296-4897 
CUTRIGHT LUCILLE 411 PO 510 
804-295-5998 
D'I SEPO THOMAS C 428 SO 514 
804-295-6878 
DEATON JAMES E 686 BA 311 
DEAVER BASCOM S 428 SDI 513 
DFAVOR DORIS A SP4 660 CM SCIFA-l 
DEBlASI ALBERT J 571 ES2 SC IFA-2 
DELLAGANNA GEORGE A CPT 538 SR2 SClFA-l 
DIBBERN JOHN S 454 BA 312 
804-823-4807 
DIBBERN VICTORIA G ~67f MT 404 
804-823-4807 
DllUCETTE BF.TTY L 428 SO 514 
DRAKE HARVEY l SSG 283-5295 FS1 APG 
24 
EMPLOYEE NAME EXT/HOME NR DIVISION 
DUBELl RUSSELL L 
;; :;:; ,» 
:S'9'r I Sl 
804-295-2251 
DUNBAR YVONNE B 507 PC 
DUNN JANET B 507 PC 
DUPREY PAUL E SR 541 SR3 
804-973-7448 
DURHAM MARGARET 428 SOl 
DURRER PATRICIA H 504 FMP 
EATON LOUIS S 538 SR2,CH 
804-823-5538 
EITELMAN STEPHEN 0 571 ES2 
804-296-3016 
ELLIOTT EARL C 454 BA 
804-973-2146 
ELY HERBERT P 681 S02 
ERGENBRIGHT ANNE 8 RN 444 HC 
ERNEST MARY R 411 PO 
301- 5 77-15 83 
EROS JOHN F 481 IS2 
~STES DONNA A 433 MT2 
804-971-5026 
EUBANKS KIM 518 IS 
804-831-2331 
EVAN ROBIN l SFC 598 SSO 
~ 
EVANS CLIFFORD B c,' \ ~4-295-ril61 IS1,CH 
EVANUSA STEPHEN 
FARMER BEN .4 JR 
FAULKNIER JOHNNY W SGT 
FAUST JUDY 





































EMPLOYEE NAME EXT I HOME NR DIVI S ION ROOM NR. 
FEGGAN DEBBIE 611 AS III 
804-286-3375 
FILBEY ROBERT C CPT 225-4931 ST2 STCFEO 
FIRER DONALD P 433 MT2,CH 404 
804-295-7889 
FISCHF.R RONALD E 471 CA3 307 
FISHBACK JANET R 504 FMP 110 
703-948-6740 
FISHER EDWARD S 686 BA2 311 
804-977-5247 
FITZGERALD MARY C 566 IS3 SCIFA-1 
804-823-4145 
FITZGERALD PEGGY C 633 CS3 SCIFA-B 
FOSTER ALLEN T JR 676 SO 504 
FOSTER CHARLFS W 571 ES3 SCIFA-2 
FOSTER MARK G 571 ES3 SC IFA-2 
FOUNTAIN RICHARD SFC 587 CM 508 
804-295-0557 
FOWLKES RONALD 527 PS3 877 
FRAZIER LUCI LLF S 465 CA 305 
FREED 8RICE SGT 660 CM SCIFA-1 
804-973-8408 
FRIEDRICH NORMA J ::5;1;&- b0 I SRI SCIFA-1 
FUDALA WILLIAM J 583 SD2 SCI FA-2 
FURR KATHERINE E 451 BA 310 
703-948-6606 
GABR I EL JOS EPH 1 475 CA 308 
GALASSO WILLIAM M 454 BA 312 
GALDO J[)SF.PH f 417 SO 501 
804-296-0806 
GM1RADT LEONARD J SSG 587 CM 508 
804-296-9770 
26 
EMPLOYEE NAMe EXT/HOME NR DIVISION ROOM NR. 
GARNER ROBBIE ANNA 433 MT2 404 
804-973-4277 
GASKILL CAROL P SGM 225~4922 ST2 STCFEO 
GASSMAN JANET I 628 PSI 206 
GENTRY TEReSA N 547 MT3 407 
804-973-4277 
GEROW MILLEN H CPT 465 CA 305 
804-296-2401 
GIBSON DORIS M 527 P S3 8-77 
GIBSON PEGGY T 612 AS III 
GONZALEZ HIPOLITO PV2 577 CM 831 
GOOCH WILLIAM A JR 411 CA ~';;> 307 
804-973-5907 
GOOD LAVONNE M 411 PO 5.10 
804-296-6437 
GOODMAN SEYMOUR E 428 SO 513 
GOODWIN GEORGE 454 BA 312 
GORE LI NDA 611 AS 112 
804-293-4674 
GRAF GEORGE A 401 CS 412 
GR ANT CHARL E S F 686 BA 311 
804-293-3577 
GRANT MARLENE B 628 PSl 206 
GRASSI ROBERT H LTC 401 Oc.XO 501 
804- 9 73-:-3514 
GRAVE SWANDA II 566 IS3 SCIFA-l 
804-296-0984 
GRAY GORDON MAJ 469 CA 306 
804-973-2993 
GREENBAUM PHILIP 671 MTI 411 
804-296-2670 
GREY S TIMOTHY 507 PC 114 
GRIFFIN JAMES L CPT 283-5795 FSl APG 
27 
EMPLOYFE NAME EXT/HOME NR DIVISiON ROOM NR. 
GRIGGS PATRICIA 593 COMCEN 829 
GUTERBOCK CAROLE S 481 I S2 209 
804-977-5698 
GUTSHALL ALICE G 504 FMP 110 
804- 293-3006 
GUTTILLA ANTHONY C 621 PS2 215 
HALL LYMAN S 428 SOl 514 
HALLEY JOHN B MAJ 471 CA 307 
804-973-5897 
HAMM JESSIE C 431 SP 511 
703-672-1619 
HAMM JIMMY D 491 PS2 210 
HAMM SHIRLEY M 461 IP 511 
HANCOCK EVELYN 646 CP 202 
HANEY JOYCE B 686 BA 311 
703- 8 32-2 66 8 
HANEY SARA G 621 PS2 215 
804-296-0718 
HARDIN DAVIO B 471 CA3.CH 307 
703-967-0808 
HARDY SARAH K 417 SD3 501 
703-948-6588 
HARGIS GERALD W 417 SD3 501 
804-293-7865 
HARMAN MAX C 504 FMP 110 
804- 293-2 62 5 
HARMON VERA B 603 AS 505 
HARRINGTON HELEN S 606 MT 406 
804- 29 5-0 531 
HARRIS ORVILLE R 417 S03 501 
804-295-2901 
HASTY JOANN 603 AS 505 
804-293-8819 
HEADSTREAM DOROTHY 460 CA 305 
804-296-8575 
28 
EMPLOYEE NAME EXT/HOME NR DIVISION ROOM NP.. 
HEALY MICHAEL P 591 MIl SCIFA-2 
804-290-3785 
HEBERT KENNETH G 661 SP.3 SCIFA-l 
804-973-7063 
HELLAM MARCIA A 691 IS1 SCIFA-2 
HEL T ROBERT II 504 FMP 110 
804-295-0046 
HEMMER DONALD R 566 IS3 SCIFA-l 
804-973-5600 
HEULE STUART A 631 CS2 SCIFA-B 
804-296-9?92 
HILL ROBERT G 661 SR3 SCIFA-1 
804-293-4004 
HILL TERRY M 481 152 209 
804-296-4835 
HlTT EMMA L 628 PSl 206 
HOBSON ERNEST SSG 660 CM SCIFA-l 
HODGES GEORGE L 504 FMP 110 
804-973-6092 
HODGES LOIS M 552 MT 407 
804-973-6092 
HOGUE C HARLon E D 481 152 209 
804-296-1806 
HOLLAND GENEVA R 501 SO 105 
HOLLAND HAROLD F: SFC FM 6298 5Il S TlTEUR 
HOLLIDAY JUDITH 601 AS 505 
HORTON JAUN IT A M 465 CA 305 
804-977-6112 
HOWARD I~ARY B 554 tH 409 
HOWELL DAVID R 633 CS2 SCl FA-B 
HUDSOI" KAREN 407 C53 412 
703-948-6231 
HLJGHr:S PAUL E 421 BA3 309 
703-456-6504 
29 
EMPLOYEE NAME EXT/HOME NR DIVISION ROOM NR. 
HUIE CHARLES G 686 BA2 311 
HUNT ROBIN 436 ESl 403 
804-293-9532 
HUNTER ANN M 471 CA 307 
HUNTER RICHARD S 603 AS 505 
HUNTINGTUN ROY T 425 CA 306 
804-295-4013 
JACKSON ANDREW SFC 283-5295 FSl APG 
JACKSON LISA H 575 SRI SCIFA-1 
JACKSON SHEL IA A 454 BA 312 
JACOBY ANN H 628 PSI 206 
JACOBY JOHN M 671 MT 411 
JENKINS SHIRLEY JD 686 BA2 310 
703-672-2594 
JENNINGS RICHARD L 465 CA 306 
JENNINGS WILLARD G 283-5295 FS1 APG 
JOHNSON CHARLES L 461 1 P 511 
804-296-9606 
JOHNSON HAROLD E 475 CA 308 
703-830-2685 
JONES BETTY 0 446 ES 400 
804-973-2935 
JONES CHARLES A SSG 524 AS 113 
JONES HAL A 561 PS2 SCIFA-2 
JONES LEE R SFC 283-5295 FS1 APG 
JONES ROBERT A FM 8263 ST1 STITEUR 
JONES ROXANNF 438 LS-TT 408 
804-917-7485 
KAETZEL KATHLEEN L 583 SOl SCIFA-2 
KALERGIS DAVID G 676 S02 504 
KALINOSKI ROBERT E 283-5295 FS2 APG 
30 
EMPLOYEE NAME EXT/HOME NR DIVISION ROOM NR. 
KANE GEORGE 0 626 PS1,CH 206 
804-823-4104 
KEHN RICHARD L SFC 225-4934 ST2 S TCFEO 
KERL HELMUT R 481 IS2 209 
804-973-6949 
KILBRJTH WESLFY H JR 465 CA 305 
804-295-6741 
KIMBALL ROBERT E DR 461 IP,DIR 511 
804-296-2058 
KIRTS BOBBY J MAJ FM 6043 STI S TITEUR 
KLUGERMAN EVA L 515 I S3 318 
KLUGER MAN MAXWELL R 554 MT 407 
804-295-6295 
KOONTZ HILEY F 283-5295 FS2 APG 
KOPECKY KENNETH W MAJ 441 ES3,CH 401 
KOSIEWICZ JOHN J 427 SDl.CH 500 
KROGH JO ANNE 628 PSI 206 
KROGH NELS C 633 CSI SCIFA-B 
804-286-2410 
KROLlKIEWICZ i~AX FM 7151 STI STITEUR 
LAGERWERFF ROBERT 481 IS2 209 
804-977-3058 
LANE F EDWARD 511 IS 329 
804-296-6016 
LANGE JOHN B MD 444 HC B63 
703-456-6758 
LANGHAM CHARLES G JR 628 PSI 206 
804-977-5908 
LANPHEAR PAUL LTC 641 SR.CH 200 
LATT DAVID 681 SD2 503 
804-295-3338 
LAWLER WARREN G 478 lSI 303 
804-295-1297 
31 
EMPLOYEE NAME EXT/HOME NR o I V I S ION ROOM NR. 
LAWSON JEAN A 471 CA 307 
LAWSON WILLARD E 527 PS3 8-77 
804-985-2449 
LAWSON ZELIA S 552 MT 407 
804-985-2452 
LEWICKI RICHARD A 421 BA3 310 
804-973-8106 
LEWIS SAMUEL F 611 AS 112 
LIEBOLD ANN PV2 598 SSO SCI FA-1 
LIGHT RICHARD L 563 BAI SC1FA-Z 
804-295-6851 
LIGHTFOOT JAMES K SFC 283- 52 95 FSI APG 
LINLEY JOHN C JR MAJ 598 SSD SCIFA-l 
LINTON PETER 225-4931 ST2 STCFEO 
LLOYD ROBFRT R 583 SDZ SCIFA-2 
804-973-5070 
LOGAN DONALD C 283-5295 FS2 APG 
LOGAN RALPH E 438 LS-TT 408 
LUTZ RAYMOND R 1LT 475 CA2 308 
LYDE WILLARD R 507 PC 114 
MABRY LARRY H 691 151 SC1FA-2 
804-293-6869 
MAHANES LOUISE M 518 IS3 318 
MAHANES MARJORIE B 676 502 504 
804-296-3709 
MAKE PEAC E II NOA A 556 MT 310 
804-973-2848 
MALONE HELEN B i?t CS2 SClFA-B 
804-973-4061 
MALONE RAYMOND L 571 ES3 SCIFA-2 
MANGUM ROBERT A LTC FM 8263 STl STITEUR 




EMPLOYfF NAME EXT/HOME NR DIVISION ROOM NR. 
MARLEY WILLIAM F 671 MT1 411 
MARSHALL JOY J 515 I S3 318 
MARTZ MARY ANN FM 8263 ST1 STITEUR 
,~ASLYK JULIAN A 575 SRl.CH SCI FA-l 
804-973-3705 
MASON ROSE M 507 PC 114 
'1ASON WILLIAM F 521 C S2 412 
804-286-3932 
MATTAUCH ROBFRT J 428 SOL 513 
MATTINGLY JOSEPH GIll 633 C S3 SCIFA-B 
804-295-1642 
MAUPIN JANET M 612 AS 111 
804-973-7009 
MAilYER DORIS A 628 PSI 206 
MCAFEE TERRY L 225-4933 ST2 STeFEO 
MCCLOUD PETER L 581 GSA 102 
MCCORMACK JOHN C 465 CA 303 
804-973-8858 
MCCORMACK MADELEINE T 521 CS 412 
MCCOY RAYMOND H 571 ES3 SCIFA-2 
804-973-8d76 
MCCURDY DONALD J 633 C53 SCIFA-B 
MCFADDEN BRENDA 0 691 lSI SClFA-2 
804-831-2538 
MCGUIRE JAMES D 431 TSD.OEP 511 
703-456-6537 
MCINTURFF ERNEST R 421 BA3.CH 309 
804-295-7645 
MCNUTT ROGER P FM 8263 ST1 STITEUR 
MCVAY JAMES C 481 I S2 209 
804-973-4803 
MCVEY EUGENE S 428 SOL 513 
33 
EMPLOYEE NAMF 
MEEKS GENE A 
MEIKLE JOHN E 
MEKLAS ELIZABETH S LT 
MENNERICH DENNIS M 
MERGLER ROSALIE L 
MICHAM CLYDE C 
MILES RAYMOND S JR 
MILHOAN LOWELL W 
MILLER BARBARA P 
MILLER DAVID L 
MILLER JAYNE CAROL 
MILLER JUNE W 
MILLER ROBERT F 
MILLS DELPHA L 
MILLS FRANK S 
MiNGLEDORFF M SCOTT 
MISKER EDWARD I 
MITCHELL DAVID J 
MITCHELL 01 ANF R 
MOHR ELLEN 
MOON ANGELA G 












































































EMPLOYEE NAME EXT/HOME NR DIVISION ROOM NR. 
MOORE JAMES W 478 SOl 513 
MOORE ROXIE H 507 PC 114 
804-296-4374 
MOOREHEAD PATRICIA A 495 SRI 200 
804-589-3500 
MORRIS SANDRA M 465 CA 305 
804-985-2611 
MORRUW EBEN 538 SR2 SCIFA-l 
MOUNTER LAURENCE A 427 SD.CH 500 
703-872-2162 
MOYER LEROY D 428 SDI 513 
804-293-5543 
MULLER MICHAFL G 501 SO 105 
804-973-8206 
MULLIS RICHARD L MAJ 225-4935 ST2 STCFEO 
MURO JAMES P 571 ES3 SCIFA-2 
804-973-4776 
MURPHY MARSHALL JR 554 MT 407 
804-295-7081 
MlJR PHY PHILIP J 454 BAl. CH 312 
804-295-1229 
MlJSULl N MARY L 461 IP 511 
MYERS BARBARA J 538 SRZ SCIFA-l 
MYERS WILLIAM E 547 MT 407 
NAIL JAMES H 575 SRI SCIFA-l 
804-286-3672 
NEBIKER ROY P 428 SDI 513 
804-973-7219 
NELSON JAMES R SFC 225-4932 STZ STCFEO 
NEUME ISTER KAREN 557 IP SCIFA-l 
804-293.,,7890 
NEWBERY ARTHUR G JR SCM FM 8263 STl STITEUR 




NICHOLSON INDA 0 RN 
NICHOLSON JOHN J 
NIMS L JEAN 
NINO JOHN R 
NIX JAMES 0 
NORCUTT FRANCES G 
NORTH ANNE R 
NUCKOLS LINDA A 
O'CONNELL ROBERT L 
O'CONNOR JANET E 
O'LEARY FRANCIS M 
O'LESCH REINHARD G 
O'MALLEY LINNEY J MSG 
n'NEAL WILLIAM G 
O'NEIL MICHAEL A CPT 
OLSEN HAROLD S 
OLSON RALPH M 
OLSON SUSAN R 
OLSSON PAMELA L 
ORD JOHN A 























































OC.OEP OIR 507 
EMPLOYEE NAMF EXT/HOME NR DIVISION ROOM NR. 
ORN ICK DONALD J 501 SO 105 
OSAKI ALICF E 225- 4921 ST2 S TCF EO 
OSBORNE EARL K 587 CM,CH 508 
103-573-4619 
OWENS ROBERT M 501 SO 105 
OIiLE JAMES W 225-4924 ST2 STCFEO 
PALMER MARTHA J III 575 SR 1 SCIFA-l 
PARKER THEODORE W MSG FM 8263 STl STITEUR 
PARKS JACQUELINE C 628 PSI 206 
PERKINS ALICE H 632 lSI SCIFA-B 
703-967-1043 
P ERKI NS FR EDD I E W 478 151 303 
703-967-0199 
PERKINS JUANITA J 491 PS2 210 
PETT IT MARVIN T 628 PSI 206 
POR TER LEONARD G SGT 225-4932 ST2 STCFEO 
POTTEIGER WILLIAM C 441 E S3 401 
804-973-5471 
PRELLE KAREN J 454 BAI 312 
804-296-0457 
PRICE KAREN M 518 IS 318 
PRUDEN THOMAS J 441 ES3 401 
804-296-0506 
PRUFER 8ETTY J 427 SO 500 , 
PUGH JOANNE 641 SR 200 
RAE DAVID L 631 CS2 SCIFA-B 
RAMEY ROBERT L 696 ES2 402 
804-293-7766 
RAMSEY BERNIE I 575 SRI SCIFA-l 
RANDOLPH JOHN B 487 PS 208 
RANDOLPH RONAL 0 E CPT 598 SSP S50-1 
804-977-1531 
37 
EMPLDYEE NAME EXT/HOME NR DIVISION ROOM NR. 
RAQUE VERNON F 436 ESI 403 
REED ROBIN M 507 PC 114 
REEDER CLAIRE J COL 401 OC,CDR 507 
804-97.3-7352 
ReESE WILLI AM G 521 CS3.CH 412 
804-973-8717 
RENNER STEVEN E CPT 7564 STI S TI TEUR 
REVAY JOHN A 507 PC 114 
REYNOLDS TERRIE GRADY 600/628 EO 504 
804-977-4360 
RHODE DONALD D 283-5295 FS APG 
RICCIARDELLI ANGFLO M 446 ES,CH 400 
804-295-6916 
RIDDLE JANE L 417 SD3 501 
804-973-7577 
RIDGE DAVID L 631 CS2 SCIFA-B 
ROBERTS LLOYD R 554 MT3 407 
ROBERTSON CAROLYN K 521 CSI 412 
703-832-2039 
RODENHIZER RACHEL M 507 PC 114 
804-973-8144 
RODRIGUEZ GEORGE A CPT CP 571 ES3 SCIFA-2 
804-295-7481 
ROSE FRANCES E 577 CM B-31 
804-296-3640 
ROSS RALPH N 571 FS3 SCIF!\-2 
RUCKMAN MILDRED S 438 lS-TT 408 
804-296-8514 
RUSSO DENNIS 621 PS2 215 
804-973-3965 
SAFFORD PAUL 0 lLT 441 ES3 401 
SAL! SBUR Y NORMA 491 PS2 210 
38 
EMPLOYEE NAME EXT/HOME NR DIVISION 
SANTINI JOHN J SR FM 7636 STI 
SCHLESINGER GERALD L 671 MT2,CH 
804-973-3119 
SCHLUSSEL KENT 427 SO 
804-973-8189 
SCHWEINEFUSS RALPH J 571 ES3 
SCOTT MARY B 631 CS2 
804-973-6869 
SCOTT PAUL 0 633 CSI 
SCRUGGS GLADYS L 487 PS 
SEABROOK RICHARD J SR 475 CA2 
804-977-8638 
SEARS ROBERT LTC 469 CAl 
SEL ECMAN THOMAS H 465 CAl 
703-978-2.826 
SHARP WOOORY H 274-8537 IS3 
SHEINFELD HOWARD M 671 MT 
804-293-8570 
SHIBAYAMA MARLENE S 225-4920 ST2 
SHIFFLETT KENNETH W 527 PS3 
804-985-7602 
SHIFFLETT PATRICIA A 504 FMP 
804-293-6023 
SHIFFLETT VALERIA R 407 CSI 
804-985-7602 
SHIFLETT ANN L 532 LS 
SHIFLETT VICKI B 431 SP 
SHIMSHEA DOROTHY W 518 IS3 
SIENKIEWICZ RICHARD J MAJ 686 BA2,CH 
804-973-4668 
SIMS CHARLES H 53? LS 

























EMPLOYEE NAME EXT/HOME NR DIVISION ROOM NR. 
SMITH BERTRAM 8 JR 420 SOl 500 
804-973-7615 
SM ITH EBEN E JR 454 BA-l 312 
804-296-4349 
SMITH GERALD S SSG 438 LS 408 
804- 9 73-7 052 
SMITH JOHN 0 411 PO,CH 509 
804-973-4160 
SMITH LUCILLE S 407 CS3 412 
SMITH MARJORIF 0 433 MT2 404 
804-286-2635 
SMITH MARLENE 0 401 DC 507 
804-973-7615 
SMITH TERESSA 518 IS3 318 
SNOW LAWRENCE E 478 151 303 
SPENCER GORDON L 428 SOl 500 
804-977-8019 
SPOERL EDWARD S 554 MT3,CH 407 
804-296-4650 
SPROUSE LARRY J 620 PS3 8-77 
804-973-2844 
SPROUSE MARYANN M 671 MT 411 
804-977-8796 
STANCIL CHARLE S M MAJ 421 BA3 309 
STATON N LORRAINE 283- 5295 FS APG 
STEELE JAMES C 469 CA,CH 305 
804-973-3242 
STEINERT AL FR ED G 421 BA3 310 
804-977-3147 
STELJES ETHEL J 411 PO 510 
804-973-1560 
STERLING JAMES W 676 SD2,CH 504 
804-971-6049 
STEWART LOUISE M 515 IS3 318 
804-977-8667 
40 
EMPLOYEE NAME EXT/HOME NR DIVISION ROOM NR. 
STI TELY ROB ERT H 527 PS3 B-77 
804-985-2133 
SroCK ER LEE J 595 CA SCIFA-2 
804-985-3281 
STOUT GLORIA M 628 PSI 206 
SUDDUTH SUSAN S 538 SR2 SCIFA-1 
804-977-7311 
TANNER ROGER C 532 LS,CH 107 
TARALDSEN JOHN o SR 646 CP 201 
TAYLOR NORMAN G JR 578 SA3 SCIFA-2 
TAYLOR SANDRA C 628 PSI 206 
TAYLOR SUE 481 IS2 209 
TERRY SHERWIN H JR 571 CY{ (;(;-) ES3 SC IFA-2 
804-293-8981 
THANIEL JAMES L 611 AS 111 
703-967-2920 
THOMA WILLIAM E 411 PO 510 
THOMAS GWENDL YN 0 636 lSI 301 
THOMASSON JOHN J 571 ES2 SCIFA-2 
THOMPSON LEVI N 274-8537 I S3 DARCDM 8N 
THOMPSON LOWELL K 541 SR3 SCIFA-2 
804-296-1387 
THOMPSON SHELBY J 454 BAI 312 
THORNTON WILLIAM H CPT FM 6413 STl STITEUR 
Tl NNELL CAROl! NE W 646 CP 203 
TOBIAS JOSEPH J 417 SD3,CH 501 
804-973-3167 
TORDOFF HOMER G 465 CAl 305 
804-973-8026 
TRAIL MILDRED D 631 CS2 SCIFA-B 
804-973-6342 
TROMBLEY DEREK J 481 I S2 209 
804-973-5500 
41 
EMPLOYEE NAME EXT / HOME NR DIVISION ROOM NR. 
TURNER ELIZABETH P 515 IS3 318 
804-589-3106 
TURNER JEFFERY 527 PS B-77 
804-286-2126 
TURNER LAWRENCE R 591 MTl SCIFA-2 
TURNER PHYLlI S J 636 lSI 301 
804-293-9491 
TURNER RANDALL R 532 LS 107 
UNANGST JOHN R 421 BA3 309 
VALENTE ANTHONY A 575 SRI SCI FA-I 
804-293-7128 
VAN AUSDALL RODNEY C 504 FMP 110 
VAN BROCKLIN PATRICIA L 636 lSI 301 
804-977-8037 
VAN ZANDT HOMER R LTC 615 FMP,CH 108 
804-973-1045 
VARDO ROBERT SSG 660 CM SCIFA-l 
VARDON ANNE 225-4924 SF STCFEO 
VAYVADA GEORGE 547 MT2 410 
804-295-1862 
VAZQUEZ ROBERT JR 538 SR2 SCIFA-l 
VEST CHARLES R 611 AS 111 
804-2%-1981:l 
VEST JAMES T 527 PS3 B-77 
VIA NANCY M 401 OC 507 
804-973-2162 
VONACHEN ROBERT R 491 PS2,CH 210 
VlJLGAS EDMUND LTC 431 SP,TSD DIR 511 
804-973-4011 
WAGNER REBECCA H 515 IS3 318 
WAL DNFR EDWARD M 661 SRI SCIFA-l 
804- 9 77-753 9 
WALKER JOHN T 521 CSl,CH 412 
42 
EMPLOYEE NAME 
WALLACE W THOMAS 
WALSH JAMES L 
WAMSLEY JAME'S R 
WARD CHARLE'S MILT 
WARNER DONALD R 
WASHBURN FREDERICK L 
wATKINS LEw IS 
WEAKLEY SHARON H 
WEBB RICHARD G MAJ 
WEBSTER EDWARD 
WHKS RfBA C 
WEI S BERNICE L 
WELLS GINA 
WERRE S LORE TTA A 
WEST SHIRLEY M 
WESTERDAHL BRADLEY A 
WfSTRATER CHARLFS E 
WHITAKER MALVERN R 
WILLIAMS BEVERLY P 
W ILL! AM! DORSfiLL 
WILLIAMS LARRV M 
WILLIAMSON JOSEPH D 















FM 6413 ST1 
436 ES1.CH 
691 151 








































EMPLOYEE NAME EXT/HOME NR DIVISION ROOM NR. 
WILSON DANIEL H MAJ fM 8263 STl 5TITEUR 
WILSON DAVl D B ~81 IS2 209 
WITTNEBEL ROBFRT L 465 CAl,CH 305 
804-295-0603 
WOLFE VICTOR L 547 MT 407 
804-973-2841 
WOOD DORIS S 521 CS1 412 
WOOD ERNEST IN!' ( "tr I ~!5' 1 @'" PSI 206 
WOOD MAIW W 407 (S3 412 
WOODWARD ELIZABETH A 441 E53 401 
WOODWARD REBA F 633 CS3 SCIFA-B 
WORLEY PAMELA J 696 [52 402 
804-977-1112 
WRIGHT BARBARA H 507 PC 114 
WODARSKI EDWARD 646 CP,CH 202 
804-296-8958 
WYANT LORRAINE D 557 IP 5S0-1 
YOCKLOVICH JACK L 283-5295 PSI APG 
YOST WILLIAM E JR 696 ES2,CH 402 
804-295-3356 
YOWI'LL CAROLYN T 451 BA :310 
804-296-9488 
FREQUENTLY CALLED NUMBERS 
NAME TELEPHONE NAME TELEPHONE 
AREA NUMBER AREA NUMBER 
: 
: 


